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Marine Energy:
the next big thing in energy!

1

As accelerated transformation of our energy systems is mandatory, the ocean brings powerful
potential for supporting this transition. Ocean-based renewable energy sources, or marine
renewables, could become the largest source of clean energy on the planet.
Studies show that just wave energy alone could theoretically meet all global energy demand. In
order to reach energy transition goals, the world needs to work towards unlocking the potential of marine energy and shift it from a research and development stage to a commercial
stage. The challenge is to lower the cost, increase production and deployment in order to get
scale effects.
To accelerate marine energy solutions, the Marine Energy Alliance unites international regional
expertise and capabilities of leading organisations with a track-record in marine energy
development. The main objective of the Marine Energy Alliance is to progress the combined
technical and commercial maturity level of small and medium-sized enterprises in North West
Europe developing Marine Energy Concepts (TRL 3-4), and to reduce the risk of failure in the
subsequent demonstration phase.
Europe is the frontrunner in marine energy technology. These technologies are good for the
environment, good for the security of energy system, and good for the economy.
Marine Energy Alliance (MEA) activities are expected to support 120 companies with ultimate
goal to see as many technologies as possible reach market maturity, feeding power to the grid
and contributing to the creation of new jobs in the sector, specifically NWE region.
The Alliance sets up various events, workshops and pitching moments in order to bridge maritime and offshore sectors with marine energy developers and facilitate collaborations.
The support of MEA extends beyond the delivery of free services and will ensure alignment
with other initiatives to optimize synergies.
The development of an ME Investment Portfolio blueprint will highlight the potential of technology, combine available financial mechanisms to mobilise public and private funding, and
attract investors by spreading the investment risks across participating concepts.
As a project partner in the Marine Energy Alliance, the media company Navingo promotes
marine energy as part of its strategy to connect the offshore energy and maritime world for
sustainable solutions.
This publication serves as an invitation for cross market collaboration and to show how marine
energy can be of added value for the offshore energy sector.
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Potential
of Marine Energy
In Europe, Marine Energy could generate 100GW of renewable energy and produce up to 10%
of Europe’s electricity consumption by 2050. That’s enough to meet the daily electricity needs
of 76 million households. Deploying 100GW of marine energy will also mean creating a new
industrial sector based firmly in Europe, and 400,000 skilled jobs all along the supply chain.
On a global scale, Marine Energy could generate 300GW of renewable energy by 2050. This is
enough to supply electricity to 350 million households worldwide. Marine Energy could build
an annual market generating >€100 billion of economic value in the entire supply chain and
create >650.000 jobs.
Realising this potential is necessary to achieve the ambitious goals set out in the Paris Agreement on climate change.
Sources: www.oceanenergy-europe.eu/ocean-energy and www.dutchmarineenergy.com
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Wave Energy
Wave Energy Converters
Wave Energy Converters (WECs) capture the kinetic energy of ocean waves to generate electricity. The amount of energy that can be extracted from waves is dependent on the height of
the waves. WEC devices can be located flexibly - on the shoreline, near-shore, and offshore – to
harness the available energy most efficiently. WECs are intended to be modular and deployed
in arrays to obtain a significant combined power output. Due to the diverse nature of waves
in different regions in the world, it’s likely that several different technologies are needed to
exploit the potential in all oceanic regions.

 Source: www.dutchmarineenergy.com

MEA SME’s working on Wave Energy
 Benson
 Centipod
 EVER
 Ingine
 Jospa
 Kim Nielsen
 Mocean
 Novige
 Ocean Grazer
 Pure Marine Gen

 Resolute Marine
 SEA Energies International
 Sea Wave Energy
 Seaturns
 Swirl Generators
 Teamwork
 TFI
 Waveco AS
 WaveForce Energy
 Wenverter
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Tidal Energy
Tidal Energy Converters
Tides are the rise and fall of sea levels caused by the combined effects of the gravitational
forces exerted by the Moon and the Sun and the rotation of Earth. The tides also create ocean
currents that can reach high flow speeds in certain areas around the world. Both forms of
energy can be used to generate renewable electricity.
Tidal range technologies generate energy from the vertical head difference between the high
tide and the succeeding low tide. The tidal range is the vertical difference between the high
tide and the succeeding low tide. Tidal range technology uses the same principles as conventional hydropower and requires a natural or a man-made structure (e.g. a dam or barrier) to
impound a large body of water. The difference between the tide height inside and outside the
impounded area causes water to be discharged from one side to the other. This water is forced
through hydro turbines inside the structure to generate energy. The difference between high
and low tide, as well as the size of the area of enclosed water, influence the power output of
tidal range technologies. They can be deployed in locations where large water masses flow into
compounded areas, such as bays or estuaries.
Tidal stream technologies convert the kinetic energy in tidal currents into electrical energy. The
energy output of these Tidal Energy Converters (TECs) is determined by the speed of the currents. The devices can either be implemented in existing civil structures such as storm surge
barriers, fixed directly to the seabed, or can be buoyant and tethered to the seabed. TECs are
generally modular and intended for array deployment to obtain a significant combined energy
output.

 Source: www.dutchmarineenergy.com

MEA SME’s working on Tidal Energy
 DHV Turbines
 EEL Energy
 FishFlow Tidal Power
 Gkinetic
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 Hydrowing Ltd
 Infinities Global
 Tidal Flyer
 Water2Energy

Ocean Thermal Energy Converters
Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion
Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) technologies exploit the temperature difference
between cold ocean water at a depth of 800 – 1000 metres (about 5 ⁰C) and warm surface
water (about 25 ⁰C) to produce electricity. The warm surface water of 25 ⁰C is used to evaporise
a working fluid with a low boiling point. The resulting vapour pressure drives a turbine-generator which produces electricity. After generation of energy in the turbine-generator, the working
fluid is cooled using the cold ocean water of 5 ⁰C and the energy generation circle can start
again. OTEC technologies are therefore generating energy in a closed loop, 24 hours a day, all
year round.
OTEC technology requires a temperature difference of 20°C to achieve significant energy
yields. This means that OTEC technologies can only be efficiently deployed in equatorial and
tropical seas and oceans.

 Source: www.dutchmarineenergy.com
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Salinity Gradient
Salinity Gradient
Salinity Gradient (SG) – also referred to as “blue energy” – technologies generate power from
the chemical pressure difference between two bodies of water. Energy is generated based on
the difference in ionic concentration between fresh water and salt water. Two main technology
types, Reverse Electro Dialysis (RED) and Pressure-Retarded Osmosis (PRO), can be deployed
in deltas or fjords to generate a steady flow of electricity. These technologies make use of a
semi-permeable membrane, which generates an osmotic potential that can be used to generate electrical energy. Salinity Gradient technology can either be implemented as a standalone
power plant, or as a hybrid energy generation process focusing on energy recovery, for example from a desalination or water treatment plant.

 Source: www.dutchmarineenergy.com

Other types of Marine Energy
Floating Solar | Offshore Wind

MEA SME’s working on other types of Marine Energy
 Dolfines
 Dublin Offshore Consulting
 EOLink
 Farwind
 Floating Energy Systems
 HelioRec
 Lhyfe Labs
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 Oceans of Energy
 Solar Duck
 Solarge
 Solarinblue
 Stiesdal Offshore Technologies A/S
 WITT
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About the
Marine Energy Alliance
The Marine Energy Alliance (MEA) is a 4-year European Territorial Cooperation project running
from May 2018 to May 2022. The project has a total budget of €6 million and is financially supported by Interreg North West Europe, who provides €3.6 million of ERDF funding. Through
participation in MEA, companies gain access to the project partners’ world-leading expertise in
Marine Energy development. They get the opportunity to work closely together with a transnational team of Marine Energy experts on both the technical advancement of their technology,
as well as the development of their commercial strategy and business plans. Each service offer
is intended to put the company’s technology and business firmly on the road towards successful commercialisation.
Technical services include: low TRL test planning and result interpretation, low TRL technology development and verification plan, numerical simulation and validation, technical design
optimisation, cost-of-system assessment and regulatory feasibility assessment. Commercial
services include: Unique Selling Point (USP) definition, business case development, commercial
strategy development, launching customer segment identification and investment & funding
strategy development.
This update of the MEA brochure is published after 2 successful Calls for Support - Call 1 closed
early 2019 and Call 2 early 2020.
Free publicity
The support of MEA goes beyond technical and commercial services. It also gives lots of free
publicity. Navingo BV, publisher of MarineEnergy.biz and organizer of Offshore Energy Exhibition & Conference, is communication partner in MEA and can help to reach a larger audience
and promote innovations.
At the moment it looks like 121 tailored expert services will be provided to 41 Marine Energy
technology companies. A couple of support tracks are in the process of nearing finalisation.
Together with those Marine Energy technology companies an aftercare plan will be made ena
bling them to realise their ambitions and, more broadly, contribute to the coherent growth of
the Marine Energy industry in general.

The Netherlands
 DMEC
 MARIN
 Navingo

United Kingdom
 The University of Edinburgh
 EMEC

PROJECT
PARTNERS

Ireland
 Exceedence
 MaREI

France
 Centrale Nantes
 INNOSEA
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MEA Consortium:
Partner details and contacts
DMEC
DMEC is an accelerator for marine energy solutions. We believe that the enormous amount
of energy stored in our oceans, seas and rivers will be a crucial driver to realise our global
energy transition and foster sustainable growth. By advancing innovation, mobilising capital
and shaping policies, we create multipurpose energy solutions for a wide variety of markets.
We collaborate with clients in various market segments to identify, explore and realise tailored
solutions using innovative marine energy technologies. By investing in our Accelerator, we create knowledge on the development of new technologies, certification, and innovative financial
mechanisms. This will fast-track technological development plans and growth strategies of
high potential companies. The DMEC team is dedicated to making marine energy the next big
thing in energy.


Contact person: Daphne Linzell | Email: daphne@dutchmarineenergy.com
Telephone: +31616338303 | www.dutchmarineenergy.com

EMEC
Based in Orkney, Scotland, EMEC is the leading facility for testing wave and tidal energy converters in challenging and real sea conditions. EMEC supports the development of marine
energy technologies, offering a range of services from concept to commercialisation, including technology assessment, feasibility studies, accredited inspections of tank to ocean testing,
technology development reviews, supporting preparations for real sea testing, commercial
support, stakeholder engagement and proposal writing
EMEC is committed to supporting the transition to net zero and has also diversified its portfolio
into new sectors including green hydrogen, energy systems and floating wind.


Contact person: Danielle Moodie | Email: danielle.moodie@emec.org.uk
Telephone: +441856852002 | www.emec.org.uk

MaREI
MaREI is the world-leading Science Foundation Ireland Research Centre for Energy, Climate
and Marine, coordinated by the Environmental Research Institute (ERI) at University College
Cork. MaREI has over 200 researchers across 13 partner institutes in Ireland working with 75
industry partners focussing on the energy transition, climate action and the blue economy.
MaREI’s research capabilities cover a wide range of cross-cutting topics in MRE technologies,
materials and structures, observation and operations, coastal and marine systems, bioenergy,
energy policy and modelling, and energy management. MaREI researchers work with collaborators in more than 36 countries and this research underpins energy and climate policies of
the Irish Government and the EU.
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Contact person: Fiona Fleming | Email: fiona.fleming@ucc.ie
Telephone +353214864348 | www.marei.ie

L’École Centrale de Nantes
Centrale Nantes is one of the top French graduate Schools of engineering. Thanks to more
than 30 years of research, renowned training courses and unique ocean engineering test facilities in Europe, Centrale Nantes is now one of the European leaders in research and innovation
on marine renewable energies. Its research centers support your MRE technology by covering
ocean, civil and electrical engineering and advanced manufacturing. It benefits from experimental facilities: Supercomputing, Ocean-tank, wind tunnel and offshore test site SEM-REV.


Contact person: Thomas Soulard | Email: thomas.soulard@ec-nantes.fr
Telephone +33240371553 | www.ec-nantes.fr

Exceedence
Exceedence sells a cloud-based software platform to assimilate technical and cost information into financial digital twins of renewable energy projects and technologies, including fixed
and floating offshore wind, wave and tidal. Our solution empowers users to create actionable
insights based on financial KPIs, allowing users to optimise LCOE, bid prices and margins. It is
also designed to integrate with other industry tools. We bring the ability to analyse multiple
scenarios to produce robust, credible financial plans which allow businesses to quantify, compare and differentiate technical and financial risk.


Contact person: Annicka Wänn | Email: annicka.wann@exceedence.com
Telephone +353861090064 | www.exceedence.com

INNOSEA
INNOSEA SAS is a multidisciplinary engineering consultancy in marine energy. It has a strong
track-record in modelling, design and testing of marine energy technologies, mainly tidal,
wave and OTEC energy. INNOSEA has significant experience in technological design and performance assessment of wave and tidal concepts, as well as in large research projects. Its main
focus lies in foundation and turbine design, installation, and balance of plant consultancy, as
well as strategy analysis and cost modelling. As part of the MEA Support Tracks, INNOSEA
is delivering services on foundation/floater, installation and balance of plant design, (sub)
system design optimisation, supply chain and cost assessment, and market positioning and
go-to-market strategy development.


Contact person: Félix Gorintin | Email: felix.gorintin@innosea.fr
Telephone +33253355093 | www.innosea.co.uk
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MARIN
The sea, a challenge to man and machine. As an independent research facility, MARIN conducts research for the maritime industry and for governments. We help to find innovative
solutions from design through to operation and so serve to bridge the gap between academic
research and market demand. Our aim: the development of cleaner, safer and smarter ships
and sustainable use of the sea. In this we work together with an extensive innovation and
research network of customers and partners, using the latest calculation and test facilities,
full-scale measurement and simulators. MARIN (Maritime Research Institute Netherlands) is
based in Wageningen, with 370 staff working daily in advanced hydrodynamics and nautical
expertise. MARIN was founded in 1932. MARIN, better ships, blue oceans.


Contact person: Floor Spaargaren | Email: f.spaargaren@marin.nl
Telephone: +31628371933 | www.marin.nl

The University of Edinburgh
The University of Edinburgh (UEDIN) – delivers world-leading research in energy systems,
technology and policy in addition to having developed unique test facilities for wave and tidal
energy including FloWave a Combined Wave and Current Test Tank.
Our research includes: Wave-to-Wire time-domain modelling to simulate the hydrodynamic,
mechanical and electrical response of wave energy converter arrays; feasibility and optioneering assessment of power take-off (PTO) systems for both wave and tidal energy concepts;
techno-economics studies of concepts to enable system optimisation and develop a commercialisation plan for the technology; and development of tank testing for wave, tidal and floating
wave devices.


Contact person: Andrew Aveyard | Email: andrew.aveyard@ei.ed.ac.uk
Telephone: +441316513553 | www.eng.ed.ac.uk/research/institutes/ies

Navingo
Connecting the Maritime & Offshore world for sustainable solutions.
By sharing our relevant online- and offline media expertise, Navingo brings together the world
of maritime and offshore energy. As the global environment is changing our industry strives
for sustainable solutions. We believe that innovation takes place when inspiring ideas, valuable
information and the right people connect.
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Contact person: Wendy Monteiro da Fonseca | Email: wm@navingo.com
Telephone: +31102092690 | www.navingo.com

6

Marine Energy Alliance
supports 41 projects
Following two successful calls for application in December 2018 and January 2020, the Marine
Energy Alliance has awarded services to 41 small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).
The selected companies from the first call were all able to showcase their innovations during
Offshore Energy Exhibition & Conference 2019 in Amsterdam. In June 2020 Marine Energy
Alliance reached another important milestone by awarding services to 20 SMEs.
Through participation in MEA, companies will gain access to the project partners’ world-leading
expertise in Marine Energy development. They now have the chance to work closely together
with a transnational team of Marine Energy experts on both the technical advancement of
their technology, as well as the development of their commercial strategy and business plans.
Each service offer is intended to put the company’s technology and business firmly on the road
towards successful commercialisation.
Please check nweeurope.eu/MEA

Service Overview June 2020

41
SME’s receiving support

Technology Profile

Access to
collaborative network
• Average MEA SME working with 3
service providers
• 13 SMEs receiving support from
more than three service providers

Wave20
Tidal8
Floating solar
5
Floating offshore wind
5
Other3
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Overview SME’S
Marine Energy Alliance

 Benson Engineering Ltd

 Centipod Ltd

 Development v Kim Nielsen

 DHV Turbines Ltd

 Dolfines

 Dublin Offshore Consultants Ltd.

 EEL Energy SAS

 EO Link

 EVER (Energies des Vagues Et Renouvelables)

 Farwind

 Fishflow Tidal Power B.V.

 Floating Energy Systems Ltd

 GKinetic Energy Ltd

 HelioRec

 HydroWing Ltd

 Infinities Global Limited

 Ingine Wave energy Systems Ltd

 Jospa Ltd

 LHYFE LABS

 Mocean

 Novige AB
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 Ocean Grazer B.V.

 Oceans of Energy B.V.

 Pure Marine Gen Ltd

 Resolute Marine Ltd

 Sea Energies Innealtóireacht Teoranta

 Sea Wave Energy ltd

 Seaturns

 SolarDuck

 Solarge B.V.

 SolarinBlue

 Stiesdal Offshore Technologies A/S

 Swirl Generators Limited

MARINE
 Teamwork Technology B.V.

 Technology from Ideas TFI

 Tidal Flyer

 Water2Energy

 Waveco AS

 WaveForce Energy

 Wenverter Ltd

 WITT
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Profiles SME’S
Marine Energy Alliance
Benson Engineering Ltd.

Technology type
Wave
Contact person
Tom Benson
Email
tombenson@iol.ie
Phone number
+353 (0)879858478
Company address
Tiernaboul Industrial Estate,

Benson Engineering Ltd. is a precision engineering company, based in Killarney in the SouthWest of Ireland, and serving the Engineering, Automotive, Medical, Marine and Gas industries
worldwide. The company has been developing Wave Energy Devices for over ten years, particularly the O.R.L.A (Ocean Resource Lever Action) wave pump which, driven by a point absorber
buoy, captures energy in heave, surge and pitch. The O.R.L.A wave pump has been tested at
1/50th,1/30th survival, and 1/15th scales at the Lir National Ocean Test Facility in Ireland and
the wave basin at University of Plymouth. They have developed and validated numerical models of the device and with the results of the tank testing have a robust device power matrix.
The company is completing further modelling through the MEA programme to evaluate the
benefits of latching and mass tuning on the Annual Energy Production and LCOE of the device.

V93 WA03, Killarney, Co. Kerry
Ireland
Website
www.benson.ie

Benson Engineering was a member of the SEWEC team, using a different device, which was a
finalist in the US Department of Energy’s Wave Energy Prize in 2016. They have also progressed
in the DOE’s ongoing Wave to Water competition and have been a finalist in the Research category of the SEAI Energy Awards.

Centipod Ltd.
Technology type
Wave
Contact person
Allan McCall, Centipod Program
Director at Ecomerit Technologies
Email
amccall@ecomerittech.com
Phone number
+1 8058457575
Company address
101 E. Victoria Street, Suite F,
CA 93101, Santa Barbara
United States of America
Website
www.ecomerittech.com/centipod.php
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Centipod Ltd is a wave energy technology developer built on the founders’ three-decade legacy of successful wind power technology development, manufacturing and building power
projects around the world. The Centipod wave energy converter (WEC) boasts a multi-point
absorber configuration and a cutting-edge power take-off capable of capitalizing on an industry-pioneering advanced control system.

Development v Kim Nielsen
Development v. Kim Nielsen was started in 2008 as a part-time single man enterprise, to solve
smaller tasks around wave power development and developing ideas for harnessing wave
energy, based on personal experience from more than 40 years of work on wave power in
collaboration with companies, developers, associations, universities, etc. supported by various
development funds.

Technology type
Wave
Contact person
Kim Nielsen, Founder of Kim Nielsen
Development
Email

The goal is to reach development and testing of the most promising idea for converting wave
power. The development has focused on the concept named KNSwing a ship shaped attenuator including OWC chambers on each side. The KNSwing has been tested under the EU Marinet
program, at HMRC UCC, and Portaferry under Queens University Belfast. Experimental and
numerical models have been developed in cooperation with students under Harry Bingham
at DTU, MEC.

kimnielsenoceanenergy@gmail.com
Phone number
+45 51618441

As part of the MEA project on the technical side the KNSwing concept will be developed further
with the aim to verify that wave power plants can be commercially attractive and on the commercial side the MEA project will help identify and develop attractive business cases for the
company to grow to as the wave power market as it opens commercially.
Kim Nielsen is part-time employment at Ramboll where he has been employed since 1991 and
part-time Associate Professor at Aalborg University since 2013.

DHV Turbines
DHV Turbines Ltd is a Tidal Energy Turbine development company based in Glasgow, Scotland.
The unique DHV design accelerates the water flow allowing for more power to be harnessed
from a slower water speeds. Therefore, as the majority of the worlds currents are slower flows,
DHV turbines target market is much larger market than than conventional designs.

Technology type
Tidal
Contact person
Mark Hill, Director
Email

Utilising a vertical axis turbine, this simplistic design has only minimal parts which suits mass
production and can be flat packed for easy transportation and assembly. The turbine blades
are variable pitch resulting in low starting torque, increased efficiency, and reduced costs due
to smaller and easily replaceable single profile blade size.

mark@dhvturbines.co.uk
Phone number
+44 (0) 61401826730
Company address
272, Bath Street

Suitable for both both tidal streams and estuarine scenarios. We are looking to collaborate
with any interested parties for R & D, deployment, investment.

G2 4JR, Glasgow
Scotland
Website
www.dhvturbines.com
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Dolfines
Technology type
Offshore floating wind platform
Contact person
Andreas Emmert,

Dolfines provides services and innovative solutions to harvest offshore renewable energy
sources based on past experience in the O&G industry. Dolfines is designing such solutions to
play a major role in the energy transition, minimizing the environmental impact and levelized
cost of energy.

Senior Commercial Manager
Email
contact@dolfines.fr

Floating wind powered offshore hydrogen production - giving O&G infrastructure a second life in a
carbon neutral future

Phone number
+33 139300269
Company address
1 rue Alfred Kastler,
78280, Guyancourt

Floating wind power can be used to produce green hydrogen offshore. Dolfines’ award winning
concept based on its floating wind platform TrussFloatTM accompanies O&G majors towards
a carbon neutral world by giving their O&G infrastructure a second life. Dolfines believes that
this should happen in two phases:

France
Website
www.dolfines.fr
Looking for

Phase 1: 	Electrification of O&G platforms or direct water injection with floating wind turbines.
This is particularly interesting for mature fields with a lack of associated gas for thermal power production.

Sales Manager, Naval Architect

Phase 2:	Installation of hydrogen production equipment on the floating wind turbines and
hydrogen injection into existing O&G infrastructure.
As laureate of the Marine Energy Alliance (MEA) for this concept, Dolfines is collaborating
closely with MEA partners in the technical and commercial development comprising the basis
design for open sea testing prototype including permitting aspects, hydrogen export line and
mooring system, levelized cost of energy optimization and business case development.

Dublin Offshore Consultants
Technology type
Floating Offshore Wind mooring
component
Contact person
Tom Doyle, Director
Email
info@dublinoffshore.ie
Company address
57 Fitzwilliam Square North,
D02CP02 , Dublin
Ireland
Website
www.dublinoffshore.ie
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Dublin Offshore engineer technology solutions for the world’s oceans. We have designed, built
and deployed marine energy systems in the most aggressive locations in the world from model
to utility scale. We use our unique expertise in developing marine technology at each stage
of product life – developing bespoke and innovative engineering solutions for the offshore
environment. We are most excited by offshore wind and developing technology solutions to
offshore challenges.

EEL Energy
EEL ENERGY has developed a zero CO2, zero waste, predictable energy producing solution
with a undulating turbine. It’s unique as it mimics the movement of a fish swimming against
the tide.

Technology type
Tidal
Contact person
Franck Sylvain, CEO
Email
fsylvain@eel-energy.fr
Phone number
+33 661809030
Company address
133 bis, rue de l’Université,
75007 Paris,
France
98 Bd Gambetta
62200, Boulogne sur Mer
France
Website
www.eel-energy.fr

EOLINK
Offshore floating wind production is the only renewable energy having a constant and powerful production throughout the year thanks to ocean steady winds. In France it represents more
than 140 GW available potential and is the only renewable able to replace nuclear energy.
In 2015 Marc Guyot founded Eolink to develop an eponymous disruptive floating wind turbine.

Technology type
Floating wind
Email
gerard.le-bihan@eolink.fr
Phone number

Eolink product is not market driven but insight driven. Eolink tries to develop the most efficient
solution for deep sea wind production. This philosophy brought the company to follow a step
by step and careful demonstration of its product. This pro-gressive demonstration is a warrantee of Eolink advanced technology quality.

+ 33 684383718
Company address
115 rue Claude Chappe,
29280, Plouzané
France

Therefore, Eolink history is driven by its prototypes demonstrations. The 1:50th demonstration
assessed the technology and unlock the possibility to make 12 MW cost effective wind turbine.
The 1:10th prototype gave information back about dynamic behaviour in real sea. Today the
company is working on a market-ready 5MW wind turbine, supported by the French government.”

Website
www.eolink.fr
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EVER (Énergies des Vagues Et Renouvelables)
Technology type
Wave
Contact person

The company Énergies des Vagues Et Renouvelables has completed the proof of concept studies for a novel wave energy converter, that exploits wave undulations to drive the continuous
motion of an electrical generator.

Alexandre Elefant
Email
ever.emr@orange.fr
Phone number
+33 (0)148775935

Worldwide patented innovative features include:
• a novel design of the hull, allowing it to oscillate in response to wave motion,
• a direct-drive electromechanical system that transforms the hull oscillations into electricity,
• a tuning system that allows the converter to adapt its oscillations to ever-changing sea states.

Company address
144 Rue Paul Bellamy,
44000, Nantes

The on-going studies and tests are intended to demonstrate the high performance level of this
new concept, and its ability to provide clean energy at low cost.

France

Farwind
Technology type
Hydrokinetic turbine vessel
Contact person
Aurélien Babarit, Head of Marine
Renewable Energies and Ocean Waves
Group
Email
aurelien.babarit@farwind-energy.com
Phone number
+33 666989342
Company address
Incubateur CAE, 1 rue de la Noe,
44300, Nantes Cedex 3
France
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FARWIND is a company which aims at being the first to capture and deliver far-offshore wind
energy to the global market. FARWIND’s core technology is the energy ship, which is wind-propelled and uses water turbines attached underneath the hull to convert velocity-induced current into electricity. As the ship is not grid-connected, the energy is stored on-board. Depending on markets, the energy is stored in batteries or converted into green hydrogen or liquid
fuel (methanol).

Fishflow Tidal Power B.V.
The FishFlow Tidal Power (FFTP) turbine is 100% fish friendly. The turbine is unique in its shape
and layout. The simple and robust design has a minimum amount of moving parts.

Technology type
Tidal
Contact persons

The FFTP turbine is bidirectional and based on the principle of a screw pump. The patented
shape of the impeller makes the turbine fish friendly and ensures a silent operation. Also, it will
not induce cavitation and the water leaving the impeller is released in an almost straight beam.
These aspects make the turbine very efficient.

Gerard Manshanden, director and
partner Fishflow Tidal Power
Eric van der Eijnden, CEO Tidal Bridge
and partner Fishflow Tidal Power
Andre Hogeveen, COO Tidal Bridge

The impeller is mounted in a housing with a venturi construction resulting in extra energy
yield. All elements are made of glass fibre reinforced vinyl ester. This results in low maintenance costs and a long lifespan.

and Fishflow Tidal power
Email
gmanshanden@fishflowinnovations.nl
eve@tidalbridge.com

The whole construction is a submersible buoyant box. Therefore, the turbine boxes are easy
to (de-) install. The turbine boxes can used as a part of a dam construction, at bridges or as a
stand-alone set up.

aho@tidalbridge.com
Company address
Dissel 4,
1671 NG ,MEDEMBLIK

FFTP will supply the turbines for the Tidal Bridge project in the Larantuka Strait in Indonesia.
In this project, the turbine boxes are mounted in series, side by side under a floating bridge

The Netherlands
Website
www.tidalbridge.com

Floating Energy Systems Ltd.
Floating Energy Systems is a UK registered company with established experience in offshore oil
and gas construction and offshore windfarm cable installation projects. We are now focusing
our resources to adapt established offshore oil and gas technologies and installation principles
to the offshore renewable energy sector. Our initial project is in floating offshore wind turbine
systems. Our patented Stinger Keel design is an evolution of the truss spar foundation structure that will enable deployment of moored, deep water offshore wind turbines in excess of
15MW capacity.

Technology type
Floating Offshore Wind
Contact person
Gary ROSS, Director Technical
Email
gary.ross@floatingenergysystems.com
Phone number
+44 7826435361
Company address
Companies House
Registered Number 6563546,
36b Hersham Road,
Walton on Thames,
KT12 1JJ, Surrey
United Kingdom
Website
www.f6s.com/floatingenergysystemsltd
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GKinetic Energy Ltd.
Technology type
Tidal
Contact person
Vincent Mc Cormack,
Managing Director & CEO

GKinetic Energy are developing a range of flow-accelerating hydrokinetic turbines for river,
estuary and tidal flows through strategic partnerships and projects to develop out their IP and
scale up to commercialisation. The company has demonstrated significant success in raising
funding and securing partnerships which has taken the technology to TRL (Technology Readiness Level) 8 in just 5 years.

Email
vincent@gkinetic.com
Phone number
+353 (0)862324709
Company address
38 Killeline Heights,
Cork Road, Newcastle West,
Co. Limerick,

The device design comprises two key knowledge items that are patented in Europe, the US,
China Chile, Indonesia and Australia and patent pending worldwide which include the Bluff
Body and the Blade Pitch Control System. The GKinetic turbine harnesses clean, predictable
energy from flowing water without the need for expensive and disruptive civil works such as
dams. Thanks to its unique ‘Bluff Body’ component, the flow is accelerated into the turbines
resulting in more power from lower flows. The solution provides end users with energy independence, security and contributes to the fight against climate change.

Ireland
Website
www.gkinetic.com
Looking for

To date, €3.9 million has been invested into the development of the technology and 3 full scale
devices have been deployed and tested: a 10kW, 25Kw and 60Kw. GKinetic is also developing
its larger tidal device which is currently at TRL 4.

CTO, Commercial Director

HelioRec
Technology type
Offshore Floating Solar
Contact person
Polina Vasilenko, Founder & CEO

To conserve the valuable land, installing photovoltaic power plants on the water bodies such
as oceans, lakes, rivers, reservoirs, dams can be an attractive option. The HelioRec solution is
a sustainable and cost-effective source of power generation. We are developers of a new concept: Offshore floating solar power plant with a circular economy approach.

Email
pvasilenko@heliorec.com
Phone number
+358 469606593

We aim to:
• Save land space by deploying the power plant on the water;
• Produce “green” electricity from the mature technology – photovoltaic.

Company address
Rue Rosenwald, 20
75015, Paris
France
121205, Skolkovo Innovation Centre,
Nobelya str., 7, Moscow
Russia
Website

The Innovation:
•T
 he cost-effective solution for the offshore application, thanks to our advanced design and
ecological approach.
• Advanced design. The natural frequency of the system is higher than the natural frequencies
of the sea/lakes-states and it helps to keep the system stable in the most cost-effective way.
• Circular economy. Technological processes have at least 5 times less carbon footprint than
competitors’ solutions due to the usage of recycled plastic and other features of the system.

www.heliorec.com

Our technology can be widely used in different applications from off-grid to disaster relieves, it
brings different values for each customer segment (profit, the achievement of national targets,
corporate and reputation enhancement, etc.) and at the same time, it will reduce the negative
anthropogenic impacts on the Planet.
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HydroWing Ltd.
HydroWing Ltd is a tidal energy developer born out of sector leading expertise devising, optimising and executing installation and O&M strategies for many of the sectors past and current
developers. Having been directly involved in the deployment of more than 45% of Europes
total installed tidal capacity over the last 15-20 years, HydroWing’s team hold an intrinsic
undertsanding of what does and what does not work well in harsh tidal environments.

Technology type
Tidal
Contact person
Bevan Wray, Project Manager
Email
brw@inyanga.tech

Housing this unrivalled expertise the HydroWing team has turned a focus to developing technology which more effectively tackles the sectors major challnges and provide more cost
effective harnessing of tial energy.

Phone number
Office +44 (0)3330233760,
Mobile +44 (0)7940039912
Company address

Most recently our team have devloped the THyPSO technology (Tidal hydrogen Production
Storage and Offtake) which converts the flow of tides directly to Hydrogen in the offshore environment. Shattering sector convention THyPSO erradicates all subsea electrical architecture,
with all equipment self contained within a single floating platfrom, eliminating the significant
components of cost and risk associated with such conventional infrastructure.

Office 9&10, Jubilee Wharf,
Commercial Rd
TR10 8FG, Penryn
United Kingdom
Website
hydrowing.tech

HydroWing are extremely grateful for MEA and its partners support aiding THyPSO development and whose outputs will be critical to implementing first demonstration planned for the
coming years

Looking for
Tidal Energy Developer

Infinities Global
We are a technology start-up specialized in R&D in marine energy. We have developed our latest technology from over a decade’s research. Our system achieves higher efficiency at lower
cost due to innovative engineering design. We are not afraid to think differently. Innovation,
creativity and rigorous analysis are our core values.

Technology type
Tidal
Email
info@infinitiesglobal.com
Company address

We are looking for expanding the team and building up partnerships for R&D projects and
commercialization. Our mission is to bring affordable and sustainable clean energy solutions
to the world through continuous innovation.

27 Coombe Lane
London
United Kingdom
Website
www.infinities-global.com
Looking for
Engineer
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Ingine Wave Energy Systems
Technology type
Wave
Contact person
Jeff Lee, Managing Director
Email
jeff@inginewave.co.uk
Phone number
(0)208 949 3815, (0)77 696 52237

IWES (INGINE Wave Energy Systems ltd) was established in September 2016 in Scotland. We
provide an onshore-type Wave Energy Converter (WEC) called INWave™ , which is suitable for
coastal shorelines and remote islands. IWES’ business goal is to offer the world’s first affordable WEC, with a Simple, Scalable & Sustainable technology. The technology has already proven
feasible at prototype demonstration level in Jeju Island, South Korea, where INGINE Inc., IWES’
parent company, runs a demo plant since 2015. IWES secured a “Seal of Excellence certificate”
from the European Commission in 2017, acknowledging our high-quality innovative ocean
energy systems with great potential for deployment along Atlantic coasts.

Company address
Unit 3, Freswick House,
Forss Energy Park, Thurso, Caithness,
KW14 7UZ
Scotland
Website

IWES’ INWave™ technology offers an innovative solution which, compared with other offshore-based, capital-intensive and time-consuming wave energy systems, provides the unique
approach of: (i) deploying power generation device and related electric equipment “onshore”,
(ii) harvesting wave energy from “shallow nearshore water”, and (iii) using the whole range of
wave movements (multi-directional energy harvesting).

www.inginewave.co.uk
Looking for
Technical engineer (in marine energy
engineering) / Commercial develop-

We are thrilled to receive support from the Marine Energy Alliance to achieve technological
advancement and successful commercialisation, in collaboration with world-leading marine
energy experts.

ment

Jospa
Technology type
Wave
Contact person
Mr. Patrick Duffy - M.D.

Jospa has invented an unique wave-powered Tug (no fuel, no emissions, autonomous so no
costs of a crew), delivering significant bollard pull. With low capital and operating costs, it has
applications where speed is not vital. It saves costs so much it will satisfy some applications
where supply-chain adjustments would be worthwhile.

Email
patrick@jospa.ie
Phone number
087 2556067
Company address
70 Douglas Street Cork,
T12 YY9V,

Jospa’ s ”Plastics Harvester”, our present target for development, is two such tugs, towing a
special ’beach’ that sweeps up ocean plastics debris as its first application. Each Harvester unit
can continuously sweep up to a 1km width at an optimal collection speed, with or against the
waves: by far the most efficient solution to ocean plastics clean-up. Tug and Beach being made
principally of reinforced rubber, moving largely submerged and with automatic storm defence
and re-set, it is highly survivable.

Ireland
Website
www.jospa.ie

The prototype tug is proven at small scale, there are US and European patents granted and
pending. Jospa seeks investment and/or Joint Venture partners.

Looking for
Companies in: Shipping, emissions
reduction in marine transport, salvage
and emergency response, ocean
waste clean-up.
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The Plastic Harvester will benefit Nations, Governments, private and charity organisations
reduce plastics waste and other debris at sea, as well as multinationals compensating for their
pollution or offsetting carbon emissions- as well as delighting countless millions of concerned
citizens throughout the world.

Lhyfe Labs
LHYFE is a pure-player, producer of green hydrogen made from renewables, intended for
mobility and industry applications.

Technology type
Other
Contact person

We produce green Hydrogen whithout any CO2 emissions : better than that, we give off oxygen
back to the environment!

Nolwenn Belleguic
Email
nolwenn@lhyfe.com

Lhyfe comes from a finding: that where Mankind put itself at the center of the world, the Planet
was only considered as an asset. We do believe that we can cover our energy needs through
joining forces with Nature and not through controlling it. We do believe in the shift from a
“predator-pray” standing to a more collaborating one. This change in producing energy should
be the only way to put forward a more sustainable ecosystem for our children. Our hydrogen
is a green one produced from renewable and natural resources. Lhyfe commits to give back
what’s borrowed to Nature.

Phone number
+33 672116289
Company address
8 ter, chemin des Violettes,
44000, Nantes
France
Website
www.lhyfe.com

Lhyfe has developed a solution designed for connection to all kinds of available renewable
energies, in order to produce green hydrogen from sustainable resources. In order to provide
a solution for the evolving demand, Lhyfe is working on the development of the offhsore integration of our industrial process. The hydrogen produced at sea will be transferred onshore
for delivery at dispensation sites.

Looking for
Commercial and technical employees

Mocean Energy Ltd.
Mocean Energy Ltd. is creating products that provide renewable energy from the ocean for offshore systems. Their core technology is for harnessing energy from ocean waves.

Technology type
Wave
Contact person
Cameron McNatt
Email
cameron.mcnatt@mocean.energy
Phone number
+44 (0) 1316517959
Company address
10 Max Born Crescent,
EH9 3BF, Edinburgh
Scotland
Website
www.mocean.energy
Looking for
Oil and gas operators, oil and gas tier
1 contractors, investors
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Novige AB
Technology type
Wave
Contact person
Jan Skjoldhammer (Founder & CEO)
Danial Hassani (CAO)
Email
jan.skjoldhammer@noviocean.energy
Phone number
+46 733948417 , +46 851173706

“NoviOcean, saving the climate with profitable wave power” is our mission and goal, and the
driving motivation behind every week of hard work. Novige AB: https://noviocean.energy/ is a
fast-growing Swedish SME that is commercializing a breakthrough disruptive, patented wave
energy converter (WEC) concept, named NoviOcean. Developed since 2016, the unique design
has proven to offer a potential solution that is lighter, stronger, simpler (with less and wellproven parts), has high survivability, and is substantially more cost-effective than all other
WECs in the market or in development today. Tests conducted with external experts indicate
an initial LCOE calculated to 60-120 EUR/MWh – depending on location, falling to 25 EUR/MWh
with a medium learning curve.

Company address
Vintervägen 34,
182 74, Stocksund
Sweden
Website
noviocean.energy

Among other awards and nominations, the founder, Jan Skjoldhammer, has been awarded
as the Mission Innovation Champion of Sweden in 2020, making Novige AB the first and only
marine energy developer having earned that title. Mission Innovation (MI) is a global initiative of 24 countries and the European Commission. Novige AB has also acquired the Seal of
Excellence from the European Commission, as well as several nominations such as Guldstänk’s
Innovator of the Year, and NyTeknik’s 33-listan.

Ocean Grazer B.V.
Technology type
Hybrid
Contact person
Marijn van Rooij, CTO Ocean Grazer
Email

Ocean Grazer B.V. develops unique energy storage solutions that can be placed at the bottom of a water. Their newest solution is the Ocean Battery, a closed-pumped hydro storage
solution that stores energy by pumping fresh water into bladders and using the benefits of
hydrostatic pressure to store it as potential energy. This stored potential energy can be converted into electricity by returning the water to the internal reservoirs via hydro turbines.

marijn@oceangrazer.com
Phone number
+31 (0) 638730836
Company address
Zernikepark 12,
9747 AN, Groningen,
The Netherlands
Website
www.oceangrazer.com

Their storage solution is based on proven hydropower plant technology that will last for decades. With an efficiency of over 80%, a durability of over twenty years and an infinite number
of cycles, the Ocean Battery offers a unique combination of benefits. In addition, this system
uses only fresh water with biological additives and is therefore environmentally friendly. The
power to storage capacity ratio can be adjusted to suit the requirements of most applications.
Thanks to the modular design of this system, the Ocean Battery allows extensions of multiple
units over time. With this solution, Ocean Grazer responds to the increasing need of society to
store energy, match supply and demand and maintain grid stability.
In addition to the storage technology Ocean Grazer B.V. is developing an innovative wave
energy converter, which consists of a densely packed array of floaters powering adaptable
hydraulic pumps. This system integrates easily with their Ocean Battery technology, using the
hydraulic pumps to add potential energy to the flexible bladders.
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Oceans of Energy
Oceans of Energy is a young Dutch company that specializes in offshore solar energy, the associated mooring technology and environmental research. The company was founded in 2016
and has since grown towards a team of 20 FTE. ‘Develop by doing’ is the philosophy. Learning
and improvements are achieved not only by developing ideas from our strong offshore background and experience, but also through real life testing, building and going offshore. The
company has raised to-date 5 MLN EUR in funding and will raise, in a forthcoming round of
investment, capital for the upscaling of production and projects.

Technology type
Floating Solar
Contact person
Johnny Meit, Financial Controller
Email
offshore.solar@oceansofenergy.blue
Phone number
+31 (0) 850090631
Company address
Wassenaarseweg 75,
2223 LA, Katwijk aan Zee
The Netherlands
Website
www.oceansofenergy.blue

Pure Marine Gen Ltd.
Pure Marine is developing the DUO wave energy convertor (WEC) a high power-capture, self-reacting point absorber that captures power from both heave and pitch/surge motions. The DUO
featured as a finalist in the US Department of Energy’s ‘Wave Energy Prize’ competition (see
picture above) and development is now continuing focusing on a number of different applications. Following assistance from Exceedence Ltd in assessing the market for ‘ocean observing’
devices, a project aimed at extending the range of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV’s)
is being progressed. This project will focus on tank testing a PTO unit to be developed with a
view to integration into UAV’s to enable greater autonomy and extend range. The University of
Edinburgh will assist Pure Marine in the development of the PTO to be deployed and tested.
Pure Marine are also working with Colloide Systems on developing a wave powered desalination device based on the DUO concept.

Technology type
Wave
Contact person
Paul Brewster,
Chief Technology Officer
Email
paul.brewster@puremarinegen.com
Phone number
+44 (0) 28 9073 7992
Company address
Innovation Centre, Queen’s Road,
BT3 9DT, Belfast

These development projects will run through 2020 and 2021 and there are currently opportunities in both Belfast and Dublin for engineers to work on these exciting and challenging
development projects.

Northern Ireland
Website
www.puremarinegen.com
Looking for
Engineering Intern – Hydro-dynamic
Modelling, Engineering Intern –
Mechanical Design
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Resolute Marine
Technology type
Wave
Contact person
Marcus Gay,
VP, Product Development
Email

Resolute Marine Limited (“RML”) is developing an innovative technology that harnesses ocean
wave energy to produce fresh water and electricity in off-grid areas of the world and provide
relief from the harmful economic and social effects of water scarcity. Our principal goal is
to improve access to water for coastal populations and agricultural operations in developing
countries and islands and to displace the diesel-powered systems that are in common use
worldwide.

mgay@resolutemarine.com
Phone number
+1 781519 9005
Company address
The Storehouse,
Charleston Maltings, Midleton,
Co. Cork,
Ireland

RML’s Wave2O™ technology is a unique seawater desalination process that couples the company’s wave energy converters with onshore desalination and electricity generating plants.
The key technologies that enable Wave2O™ have been validated in a series of tests which have
proven that it can be a reliable and cost-effective water production system with utility in multiple places and across multiple uses around the world. While Wave2O™ has been designed with
simple operation and maintenance in mind, it incorporates several innovative technologies
invented by RME.

Website
www.resolutemarine.com

Wave2O™ benefits for customers include low capital investment; rapid deployment; simple
operation & maintenance; readily scalable; minimal environmental impact; and low cost/m3 of
water produced. For our launch customer in Cape Verde, Wave2O™ can supply fresh water at
an estimated cost 3x lower than the diesel-electric systems currently in use.

Sea Wave Energy Ltd.
Technology type
Wave
Contact person

Achieving power extraction from renewable sources at a cost lower than the one of fossil fuels
is currently a long-term dream for the renewable energy industry. SWEL’s testing results indicate that this seemingly unpassable barrier is within sight.

Adamos Zakheos
Email
azakheos@swel.eu
Phone number
+357 (0) 99207870
Company address
Sea Wave Energy Ltd. (SWEL),

SWEL is a R&D company based in the UK and Cyprus focusing on the design and development
of its WEC – The “Waveline Magnet” (WLM). The company has modest onshore and offshore
testing capabilities and facilities in Cyprus, where the R&D is carried out, and the model devices
are built in-house. Both the PTO & prime mover can be built from recyclable materials and the
PTO has been designed to use sea water instead of oil rendering the WLM as an environmentally friendly solution.

6 Stanmore Road,
N15 3PS, London,
United Kingdom
Website
www.swel.eu
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Thorough R&D has evolved a technology that ‘enclaves’ the surface of the sea (waveline),
becoming one with the mass & contour of the wave. This seamless interaction adopts the
mass of the water column, regulating the optimum energy that can be extracted in a controlled
and non-disruptive manner from any wave profile. This unrivalled interaction also ensures that
harsh wave conditions do not negatively affect the performance of the device, but in contrast
enhance its performance without survivability complications.

SEATURNS
SEATURNS is a French start-up developing a wave energy converter, its objective is to produce
electricity or produce freshwater by seawater desalination.

Technology type
Wave
Contact person

After a phase of technical and economic feasibility studies, SEATURNS has patented a breakthrough wave energy converter. Using an innovative anchoring system, a cylindrical float is
rotated under the action of swell. Through the principle of the inner water pendulum, an alternative air flow is generated between internal volumes. This flow rotates a turbine coupled
with a pump or a generator. This simple and robust system is designed to withstand hostile
conditions and reduce maintenance costs.The current SEATURNS concept was first tested in
2017 at ECN - LHEAA to provide a proof of concept after concluding a prefeasibility study with
INNOSEA. An essential element of this study was to recognise the uniqueness of the mooring
concept, which differentiates the SEATURNS concept from other WECs.

Vincent Tournerie, CEO
Email
contact@seaturns.com
Phone number
+33 (0) 685226241
Company address
99 rue de Saint-Genès,
33000, Bordeaux
France
Website

Other tests were conducted in 2020 at Aalborg University’s wave basin in order to validate the
performance, stability and survivability of the system, and to explore the possibility to share
the moorings between multiple SEATURNS main production units.

seaturns.com
Looking for
Investors and industrial partners

The next R&D phase will lead to sea trials of a prototype within 2022.

SolarDuck
SolarDuck’s mission is to transform the world by giving societies access to affordable renewable electricity, by delivering turnkey offshore floating solar (OFS) solutions. SolarDuck is a
start-up in a new market, which is affiliated to the global renewable energy market full of
well-established firms and state-owned or governed energy markets. Therefore SolarDuck has
partnered with well-known companies with vast international networks and excellent technological capabilities assuring success.

Technology type
Floating Solar
Contact person
Don Hoogendoorn, Founder
Email
info@solarduck.tech
Website

SolarDuck’s main challenge is to provide a technically and commercially attractive product for
generating solar power on the sea. The Marine Energy Alliance subsidy supports SolarDuck
in achieving this goal by providing support in exactly those areas. Via the subsidy, MARIN will
support SolarDuck in the technical evaluation of surviving the harsh environmental conditions
on the sea. DMEC will support SolarDuck with investment and funding strategy development.
And INNOSEA will support SolarDuck with LCoE analysis.

solarduck.tech

SolarDuck together with Interreg and its partners believes that offshore floating solar energy
will become a mainstream cost-effective alternative next to offshore wind.
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Solarge
Technology type
Offshore floating solar system
Contact person
Gerard de Leede,
Chief Strategy Officer
Email
info@solarge.com
Phone number

The transition to zero carbon energy is a must do for society and Solarge plays a key role in
accelerating this transition by making solar energy easy to implement. Many existing buildings are not designed to carry the load of solar panels, making application of solar panels
cumbersome, costly and time consuming. Solarge develops and produces lightweight solar
panels that are easy to apply and install, are affordabe, and do not sacrifice energy generation
efficiency and safety. Solarge makes the transition to solar energy on existing buildings and
other surfaces (including water) easy and affordable, resulting in much more surfaces that can
be equipped with solar. This will substantially accelerate the implementation of solar energy.

+31 629577250
Company address
Meerenakkerweg 1A,
5652 AR, Eindhoven,
The Netherlands

Solarge is the leading manufacturer to unlock more surfaces for solar energy panels. We will
be the first company to produce light weight, easy to install, and customizable solar panels on
large scale, with excellent quality and at affordable cost. We will create and lead the market for
these innovative products, in collaboration with partners.

Website
www.solarge.com

SolarinBlue
Technology type
Floating Solar
Contact person
Marc Lanne, CEO
Email
contact@solarinblue.com

The small French company SolarinBlue, created in 2019 in Paris, France, has the ambition to
promote a new technology – floating solar at sea– in order to participate at large scale to the
global energy transition process. SolarInBlue acts as a designer of an innovative floater supporting photovoltaic solar panels. SolarinBlue also conceives the architecture of solar farms
positioned at sea, composed by these floaters, producing electricity for the benefit of coastal
residents.

Phone number
+33 621217482
Company address
Head office:
6 avenue du Coq,
75009, Paris
France
Desk:

In summary, SolarinBlue provides heliotropic floaters, with a better yield than onshore (+30%),
and architectures of solar farms at sea, according to the sea and wind conditions encountered. This kind of solar farm can easily cover large surface (km2) through massive automation
process. This power scalability is very interesting on the global energy market : with a huge
available place at sea, its potential all around the world is considerable. SolarinBlue aims at a
market in France and abroad, in sunny areas where there is a continental shelf for anchoring
the solar farms.

9 rue Bleue,
75009, Paris
France
Website
www.solarinblue.com
Looking for
Floating solar offshore conception
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To organize this project development, the next steps are very soon a prototype in a basin, then
a floater demonstrator followed by a pilot farm on a maritime test site.

Stiesdal
The potential of offshore wind power is enormous; it could easily meet the world’s electricity
demand several times over. And due to dramatic cost reductions since 2015, offshore wind
power is already competitive with conventional, CO2-emitting sources of electricity in Northwestern Europe and on the Eastern Seaboard of the USA.

Contact person
Peder Nickelsen, CEO
Email
info@stiesdal.com
Phone number

The potential of offshore wind power is limited, however, by water depth and supply chain constraints. Bottom-fixed foundations become very expensive at water depths above 50 m, and
the limited availability and high cost level of installation vessels further restrict deployment.
Floating offshore wind power is the obvious answer, but the supply of floating foundations is
limited by cost and lengthy manufacturing processes.

+45 20904323
Company address
Nørrevoldgade 45,
DK-5000, Odense C,
Denmark
Website

Stiesdal Offshore Technologies has developed a solution to the water depth and supply chain
constraints of offshore wind power. The solution is the innovative Tetra offshore foundation
concept.

www.stiesdal.com

The Tetra concept is designed for genuinely industrialized mass production. It can be implemented a both bottom-fixed and floating turbine type and size, and to any water depth.
Following quayside turbine installation and commissioning, all variants can be deployed without the need for specialized installation vessels.

Swirl Generators Ltd. / Waveram
Waveram Limited is a campus company within Trinity College Dublin. It brings together considerable experience in private sector industry, high academic standards, and many years’ wave
energy conversion R&D. The company is developing an innovative ocean wave energy converter suitable for deep water energetic sites and utility-scale arrays.

Technology type
Wave
Contact person
William Dick
Email

The Waveram is a single bodied surface-piercing spar buoy. It is self-reacting, powerful, and
highly seaworthy. It is mechanically simple and readily serviced on site. All moving parts
are securely housed above the waterline. Power is recovered by high-speed uni-directional
impulse/reaction turbines that spin at close to constant rpm and optimum efficiency. Each
power train comprises plug-in components, suitable for quick replacement and in-factory servicing. High power, low capex and low maintenance costs result in an LCOE that expected to
be at least competitive with the regional alternatives.

william.dick@waveram.ie
Phone number
+ 353 (0) 59 9161822
Company address
Trinity Research and Innovation,
The O’Reilly Institute, Trinity College,
Dublin 2,
Ireland
Website
www.waveram.ie
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Teamwork Technology BV
Technology type
Wave
Contact person
Fred Gardner
Email

Teamwork Technology develops innovative, sustainable concepts into businesses. It is a product developer for a variety of technologies relating to renewable energy and energy efficiency.
The company has a long track record in marine energy, having been involved in both Archimedes Wave Swing (AWS) and Tocardo from their inception. Currently, Teamwork is developing a
sustainable heat pump, and a wave energy converter, called Symphony.

fred.gardner@teamwork.nl
Phone number
+31 (0) 651588728
Company address
Bergerweg 200 (building C),
1817MN, ALKMAAR,
The Netherlands

Symphony
Symphony is a novel technology based on more then 20 years of experience in wave and tidal
business. The technology is a product of co-makership between science and industry headed
by Teamwork Technology BV in the Netherlands. It represents the knowhow of a network of
expertise over Europe and beyond. Developed with support of the European Commission and
with the expertise of the offshore industry.

Website
www.teamwork.nl

MARINE

Technology type
Wave, tidal, OTEC, salinity gradient,
other types
Contact person
Noel Halloran
Email
noel@tfimarine.com
Phone number
+353 (0) 19052190
Company address
6 CHarlemont Terrace, Crofton Road,
Dun Laoghaire,
A96 F8W5, Co. Dublin,
Ireland
Website
www.tfimarine.com
Looking for
We are especially interested in any
projects looking for ~50% load reduction in the mooring lines, through the
sue of our polymer components. We
are especially interested in FOWT,
where we are currently involved in a
range of projects deploying components for platforms ~8MW platforms.
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The Symphony Wave energy Converter (WEC) technology is robust enough to survive the
worse case conditions and dedicated enough to covert wave energy into electricity in an highly
efficient way. For the offshore industry it is believed to be a great opportunity with a potential
market equal or bigger than offshore wind.

TFI Marine
TfI Marine is a mooring design company that specializes is supplying innovative mooring
solutions to commercial floating structures. TfI Marine’s mission is to change the traditional
approach to mooring design forever, through the use of our innovative technology. Our ambition is to make our polymer based mooring systems the first choice for companies within the
aquaculture, ocean energy, aids to navigation and oil & gas industries. We are focused on
bringing a durable, cost-effective and efficient solution to the commercial mooring market. TfI
Marine is aiming to deliver the next generation mooring systems that will challenge the current
industry on performance. Based in Dun Laoghaire harbor, TfI Marine has access to a wealth
of maritime knowledge from an area steeped in marine innovation and history. TfI Marine
designs and manufactures polymer, mooring tethers that are built to protect floating structure
and ensure survivability in the worlds harshest environments. Our moorings were developed
to be scalable for large and small structures alike, offering significant peak load reduction and
elimination of snatch loads. Our tethers provides a reduction or wear and tear resulting in
reduced lifetime costs due to its innovative, dynamic design and materials.

Tidal Flyer Ltd.
Tidal Flyer is a patented Tidal energy converter that uses low to moderate flow to drive vertical
hydrofoils connected to upper and lower drive cables. There 2 No. power take-off systems for
every closed loop system.

Technology type
Tidal
Contact person
Theo Devaney - Director

Tidal Flyer Ltd. are seeking an Industrial Partner to assist in bringing Tidal Flyer through to
commercialisation and to develop markets for this unique, efficient technology. The selected
route to market is to pursue smaller scale tidal and river systems for use in remote off-grid
areas. Initial market studies show there is large potential across Asia, as well as some regions
within Europe and North America for these small-scale devices to provide electricity to remote
communities.

Email
theo.devaney1@gmail.com
Phone number
+35 3866098519
Company address
Trinaderry House, Barefield, Ennis,
V95 XN67, Co. Clare,

Studies undertaken by Black & Veatch and Exceedence have focused on the commercial
viability of the system and Tidal Flyer are now collaborating through MEA 1 and 2 to expand
the commercial viability for multiple system sizes.

Ireland
Website
actondemo3.com

Water2Energy
Water2Energy is developing, testing and delivering Vertical Axis Water Turbines (VAWT). These
turbines has the benefit that the electronics can be placed above the waterline and therefore can be more cost effective. The VAWT’s fit perfectly in existing channels and ducts which
have mostly a rectangular cross section.Through several selection procedures, the turbine
of Water2Energy was selected as the best to fit in existing channels like the drainage channel alongside the lock of Kallo in the Port of Antwerp. Water2Energy developed and tested,
together with DeMeyer Construction, a 200kW water turbine. This test showed the great
potential of the VAWT’s.

Technology type
Tidal
Contact person
Reinier Rijke
Email
rj.rijke@water2energy.nl
Phone number
+31 (0) 620443093
Company address

With its strong connections in the market, Water2Energy is able to take a project from the first
initiation to the maintenance. Due to the perfect fit in existing constructions, Water2Energy is
looking for port authorities or waterboards to deliver sustainable energy by the turbines. This
can play a big role in having energy-neutral water works.

Ambachtsweg 9h,
4421 SK, Kapelle,
The Netherlands
Website
www.water2energy.nl
Looking for
Investors, port authorities, water
bodies are all important stakeholders
in this stage of our introduction into
the market.
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8
Waveco A S
Technology type
Wave
Contact person

Waveco is a technology innovator dedicated to contributing to the global green energy
transformation. We do that by adapting the proven principle of the wind turbines to the ocean
space beneath the waves.

Inge Bakke, CEO
Email
post@waveco.no
Phone number

Air and water are both fluids and follow the same physical laws. But water is much denser.
While the wind turbine blades sweep over a diameter of up to 200 meters, the diameter of the
Subwave turbine will less than 20 meters.

+47 99519795
Company address
Haugane 12,
6740 SELJE,

The Subwave turbines operate below the active wave zone, safely away from the harsh surface
environment, with its storms and marine growth. The turbines hang in cables from sturdy
buoys on the surface. Wave energy is relayed to them via these cables.

Norway
Website
www.waveco.no

Wave Force Energy
Technology type
Wave
Contact person
Prof. John Miller
Email
jjhmiller@gmail.com
Phone number
+353 (0) 868 376 376
Company address
WaveForce Energy Ltd.,
19 Silchester Road, Glenageary,
Co. Dublin,
Ireland
Website
waveforceenergy.wordpress.com
Looking for
Power takeoff designers, manufacturers, investors.
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Founded in 2011, WaveForce Energy Ltd. (WFE) is dedicated to developing a simple, cheap OWC
wave converter that is tuned to the wave environment where it is to be deployed. Tuning and
design are undertaken using their proprietary software and unique design philosophy. Tuning
guarantees the optimum power absorption and generation for the prevailing environment. It
also delivers survivability in all wave sizes recorded at the site. The founders include leading
academics in the fields of numerics and hydro dynamics. Their mission is to design cheap,
easily maintained buoys for the industry.

Wenverter
Wenverter Ltd. is an R&D company with the mission to unlock ocean wave power. Its
cornerstone product is called WenverterTM. The name is an abbreviation of the words wave
energy converter. The Wenverter device is an oscillating wave surge converter which captures
wave energy by a flap. Its power take-off is part of the flap and is made of off-the-shelf,
non-hydraulic mechanical parts. The PTO is entirely enclosed and fully protected from the
corrosive sea-water. The device’s architecture allows for installations in variable depths and
co-location with offshore wind parks. Wenverter operates fixed underwater and at a constant
and safe distance from offshore wind turbine foundations. The device has a very high energy
conversion efficiency and is an award winner of the recent North-West Europe Marine Energy
Alliance competition.

Technology type
Wave
Contact person
George Vamvas, MSME, Vice President,
Corporate Strategy & Development
Email
georgevamvas@wenverter.com
Phone number
+44 (0) 141 353 9524
Company address
272 Bath Street,
G24JR, Glasgow
Scotland
Website
www.wenverter.com

WITT
WITT Limited is and R & D company with a worldwide patent protected technology whose first
product to market will be an unique harvesting device consisting of the WITT transmission and
electronics in a completely sealed casing for harvesting energy from sub-sea Vortex Induced
Vibration in order to provide persistent power for sensors, surveillance, communications and
lighting in the ocean environment. Defence and aquaculture are the initial target markets with
other commercial sub-sea applications following.

Technology type
Other
Contact person
Mairi Wickett, Business Development
Director & Co-Founder
Email
mairi@witt-energy.com
Phone number
+44 (0) 1752 764442, 0745 6169669
Company address
C11 Cyber Security and Digital
Innovation Centre,
Gloucestershire Science and
Technology Park,
GL13 9FB, Berkeley Green,
United Kingdom
Website
www.witt-energy.com
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Total budget received from Interreg North-West Europe (2018-2022):

€3.6 million of ERDF
www.nweurope.eu/mea
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